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NOTATION

A Term appearing in the summation for the real component of com-

pressibility, introduced in Equation [43]

A Amplitude of spherical wave, introduced in Equation [18]

a Real part of complex compressibility, introduced in Equation [26]

B Term appearing in the summation for the imaginary component of

compressibility, introduced in Equation [44]

b Imaginary portion of complex compressibility, introduced in

Equation [26]

C Velocity of propagation for a sound wave in the bubbly water,
introduced in Equation [19]

C0  Velocity of propagation in bubble-free water

D Generalized damping function, introduced in Equation [7]

I Integral appearing in the expression for the complex compressibility,
n introduced in Equation [39]

K Complex compressibility, introduced in Equation [18], defined in

Equation [31]

m Subscript of band interval for which attenuation is sought,
introduced in Equation [49]

N Number of intervals or bands into which data is resolved, introduced

in Equation [39]

n Subscript for summation, introduced in Equation [39]

P Amplitude of term in Fourier series of pressure wave, introduced
in Equation [11]

p Sound pressure at a distance r from the source, introduced in
Equation [18]

P Pressure due to gas inside a bubble, introduced in Equation [1]
g

P Vapor pressure of liquid, introduced in Equation [1]

P Pressure far from the bubble, introduced in Equation [16]

R Instantaneous bubble radius, introduced in Equation [5]

R Equilibrium bubble radius, introduced in Equation [1]

r Distance from sound source, introduced in Equation [18]

r Reference distance from sound source, introduced in Equation [18]

a Attenuation of sound, introduced in Equation [19]
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y Ratio of specific heats for a gas, adiabatic expansion constant,
introduced in Equation [2]

6 Resonant damping constant for small bubble motions, introduced in
Equation [16]

E Nondimensional half interval of band, introduced in Equation [39]

TI Polytropic expansion coefficient for the gas, introduced in
Equation [2]

v Concentration of gas per unit volume of mixture, introduced in
Equation [34]

p Density of water, introduced in Equation [6]

a Surface tension of liquid gas interface, introduced in Equation [1]

Concentration function, introduced in Equation [36]

W Driving frequency, introduced in Equation [11]

wo Resonant frequency for bubble of radius Ro, introduced in
Equation [13]
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ABSTRACT

An analytical method of determining the gas bubble spectrum
in a liquid from the measured acoustic attenuation is examined.
The analysis is based on the linearized equations of motion for
a spherical bubble with damping. The bubbles are assumed to be
homogeneously distributed in the liquid and the bubble concen-
tration and damping are assumed constant in a small size inter-
val. The acoustic wavelength is assumed much greater than the
bubble dimensions and bubbles are assumed far enough apart that
no interactions occur. The direct solution gives the acoustic
attenuation of a known bubble distribution at any given fre-
quency. An iteration procedure is incorporated in a FORTRAN
program for converting acoustic attenuation as a function of
frequency to bubble concentration as a function of size. For
air bubbles in water, the effects of physical properties on the
bubble spectrum are examined with the computer program. Experi-
ments in the 12-inch water tunnel are described.

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

NSRDC internal funding from the General Hydrodynamic Research Pro-

gram supported this work under Subproject S-R009 01 01, Task 0101, Problem

526-355.

INTRODUCTION

Cavitation in a liquid occurs when the pressure reaches values that

are low enough to rupture the media at certain weak spots or nuclei sites.

At the pressures for which cavitation occurs in practical situations,

several possible rupture sites have been proposed: free gas bubbles in the

liquid, gas bubbles on the surface of a solid immersed in the liquid, gas

nucleation sites in cracks or pores in the surface of the solid, and the

strength of the molecular bond between liquid and solid. 1* Of these, the

gas bubbles in the liquid and the gas nucleation sites on the surface of

the solid are presently receiving most attention in investigations of hy-

drodynamic cavitation. 2 '3, 4 One of the two sites for gas nuclei, the free

stream bubbles, is a function of only the environment. Thus, a reasonable

References are listed on page 59.
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starting place to evaluate model/full-scale extrapolation would be to

compare gas nuclei in both systems. However, to date no demonstration has

clearly established that gas bubbles in the stream are more important than

any of the other proposed nuclei sites.

Although the need for, and some of the problems associated with,

detection of bubbles in liquids has been recognized, there is as yet no

entirely satisfactory method of detecting bubble distributions. The two

most promising approaches to the problem are optic and acoustic. The

optical method involves either scattering measurements5 from a region con-

taining bubbles or detection of properties of a single bubble such as the

individual diffraction pattern6 or direct photograph. 7 '8 The scattering

experiments are not satisfactory since there is not sufficient variation as

a function of scattering angle.5 Examination of a single bubble is a com-

plex problem, and usually involves high-speed equipment and a good light

source such as a laser. Such equipment would be difficult to move and

realign from one place to another and evaluation of a bubble distribution

would be time consuming.

Detection of bubbles by optical means requires the use of complex

equipment, but acoustic detection based on transmission of sound through

the liquid can be accomplished with standard laboratory equipment. Usually

one of two approaches is considered, both based on amplitude attenuation.

In small closed vessels, reverberation decay is generally used.5 ,9 For

larger vessels with high attenuation (due to the large number of bubbles

present), such a method would not work. In a large volume of liquid,

transmission across a known path length is used.10 '1 1 P1 2 The significant

variable in this case is attenuation per unit length.

To date, the only successful bubble distribution measurement in a

moving liquid is that accomplished by Ripkin and Killen 1 2 with the acoustic

method. Their analysis was derived from relations for transmission through

a water-bubble mixture developed by Meyer and Skudrzyk.13 (Other

However, following a single bubble would be an excellent means of
evaluating the processes involved as a bubble flows from the stream into a
cavitation zone.
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investigations of the acoustic effects of bubbles are discussed in Refer-

ences 14-17.) The attenuation per unit length is measured at specified

frequency intervals over a suitably large range of frequencies, preferably

over a large enough range so that there is no excess attenuation at either

end. The analysis of Meyer and Skudrzykl
3 is reanalyzed to convert these

data to the volume concentration at various radii. The instrumentation as

used by them is limited at high frequencies (small bubbles) by the trans-

ducer characteristics and at low frequencies (large bubbles) by the en-

vironmental configuration.

The work at this Center was originally intended to duplicate as

closely as possible the setup of Ripkin and Killenl
2 for use in the water

tunnels. It was soon obvious that in addition to the typographical errors

in the analytical section of their report, there were also assumptions

that had not been clearly stated in the development. Thus the present work

was undertaken to show explicitly the assumptions made and to examine the

analysis.

In the following work, the necessary equations are first derived in

terms of propagation across a bubble-liquid mixture. Then the iteration

scheme is described for resolving the measured transmission properties into

the bubble distribution. Next, the computer program for data analysis is

discussed and, using it, typical input is examined to provide a guide in

the point spacing and accuracy of the experimental data. Finally, the

method of analysis is discussed and attention is called to areas needing

further investigation.

Appendix A presents equations for calculating bubble damping, Appen-

dix B lists the FORTRAN statements of the computer program, and Appendix C

gives details of attenuation-measurements in the NSRDC 12-in. water tunnel.

ANALYSIS OF BUBBLE MOTION

Spherical bubbles are assumed to enter the sound field in static

equilibrium and the sound pressure is assumed to be the only forcing

function acting on them. The attenuation of a bubble distribution is cal-

culated on the basis of the response of a single bubble to the driving

pressure. Experimentally the attenuation is measured so the analysis must

be inverted to give the bubble concentration as a function of the measure-

ments. The inversion is accomplished by iteration.



The development is limited to bubbles which are small relative to

the acoustic wavelength so that the pressure on a bubble is a function of

only time and not space. Also the medium is treated as a uniform mixture

without point to point variations. Bubbles gradually encounter the

measuring pressure wave since the attenuation is large. Any transient

effects of the encounter are assumed to be negligible or to have died out

by the time the bubbles produce attenuation in the measured path length.

STATIC CASE

Far from the measuring apparatus, the bubbles are assumed to be in

static equilibrium. The pressure inside and the pressure outside differ

because of the surface tension.

R o

P +P

Figure 1 - Bubble Schematic

A static balance across the bubble wall relates the pressure outside to the

internal pressure by

P = P + P - 2 [1]
o g v R

where Po is the static pressure immediately outside the wall,

P is the gas pressure inside the bubble,

Pv is the vapor pressure of the surrounding liquid,

a is the surface tension coefficient, and

R is the bubble radius.
o

Note that the pressure inside (Pg + P ) is greater than the pressure out-

side (Po).
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The amount of gas within the bubble is assumed to remain constant

(i.e., negligible diffusion). The relationship between pressure and volume

is given by

R 3 n

P 4 oo) = constant [2]
g 3

where n is the polytropic expansion constant, 1 < n < Y, and

y is the adiabatic expansion constant and equal to the specific heat

ratio.

Thus Thus constant [3]
P [3]

g R 3n

and
constant 2a

P = p + [4]
o 3n R

R o

LINEARIZED MOTION OF A SINGLE BUBBLE

When dynamic movement occurs, the pressure differences across the

wall of the bubble is still controlled by the surface tension effect as

determined by static analysis, and the internal gas continues to follow the

pressure-volume relationship in Equation [3]. Thus, the pressure outside

the bubble undergoing forced motion is

P (R) P P - + 23r [5]v R 0R

where P(R) is the pressure outside the bubble wall, and R is the instan-

taneous bubble radius. The other symbols are as previously defined and now

denote reference conditions.

Large bubbles expand and contract adiabatically (i.e., n = Y) and small
bubbles vibrate isothermally (i.e., n = 1). The Devin survey18 gives ex-

pressions for calculating n (see Appendix A).
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When there is no damping, the nonlinear equation of motion of a

spherical bubble of radius R is given by1 9

2 P(R) - P (t)
RR + 3/2 2 = [6]

p

where p is the density of the liquid,

P (t) is the pressure far from the bubble, and the

dots denote differentiation with respect to time.

A damping term is added to this equation to give

* *2 2 1_o 3  2c v -P(t)k21[ R 3 P P(t)RR + D (R,R) R + 3/2 2 + - P + + - [7]
p o v R pR p

where D(R,R) is a generalized damping function.

For motion initiated by acoustic pressure signals,

R = Ro + AR(t) [8]

where R0 is the equilibrium bubble radius and (AR), k > 2 is negligible as

well as any differentials involving (AR).

The linearized equation of motion becomes

3i 2a ( 11)] P - P (t)
R 0AR + D (R) AR + pR - P + 1 - AR = [9]

This equation is an ordinary, linear second-order differential equation

for AR as a function of time. Since the equation is linear, only one com-

ponent of the Fourier series used to represent any pressure wave need be

considered.

The pressure many diameters from the bubble, P.(t), will consist of

the undisturbed pressure plus the acoustic pressure wave:

Co

P (t) = P + P exp(iw t) [10]

q=l
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where Po is the undisturbed pressure,

P is an amplitude term, independent of time,

wq is the qth radial frequency (wq = qwl), and
q
l is the repetition frequency of acoustic pressure wave.

With only one of the harmonic terms in the driving pressure,

PM(t) = P + P exp(iwt)

The equation of motion becomes therefore

S D (R ) 3n(P - P ) F ____

AR o AR + o Pv 1+ 2 1AR+ R + 2 R(Po- P )  3

0 pR 0 + - R
o

1
S pRP exp(iwt)oR0

The natural, or resonant, frequency is obtained from this equation when

there is no driving function (i.e., P = 0). When the driving force is

zero, the frequency of oscillations can be found by assuming a solution

AR = A exp(iw t) where wo is the resonant frequency. This gives

1 - 2
3n(P - P ) 2 ( 3q-) r D (R )

o 2 R P -P 2R

Since the damping is small, it can be

give

ignored in the above expression to

3n(Po - Pv )

o o p

Figure 2 is a graph of this equation.

effect will be small and the resonant

3n (Po P )
w R = = constant

o o

1 + 3, [14]
R 0(P - P v)

In some cases, the surface tension

frequency becomes simply

Alternatively, this can be considered as the first approximation to the

bubble size whose resonant frequency is known.

[11]

[12]

[13]

I
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The solution for forced motions with damping, responding to the

driving pressure P (t) in Equation [11], is readily found to be

- P exp(iwt)
AR =

3n(P P 2 1 1 D (R)

0 2 2 RR (P P ) R
o o (

and with Equation [14],

- P exp(iwt)
AR =

A R = w2 R 2I D ( R \ [ 1 5 ]
R p - 1 + o
o wR

The damping constant is calculated from the equations compiled by Devin.18

His damping constant 6 is related to D by

D
0 R [16]

o o

The effect of damping is small except near resonance. Calculations to be

discussed later show that some margin can be tolerated in the value of the

damping; thus it is permissible to take wo Ro constant in Equation [16] so

that the new damping constant is, in fact, still constant. With 6 as the
damping constant, the equation for AR becomes

- P exp(iwt)
AR = [17]

2 R p - 1 + i - 6

The damping of bubbles arises from three sources: thermal absorption,
reradiation, and viscous dissipation. Although the damping constant is
also a function of driving frequency, its value here is taken as that at
resonance since for small damping its major effect is confined to a
region near resonance.

milli
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TRANSMISSION OF SOUND THROUGH WATER CONTAINING BUBBLES

PROPAGATION OF ATTENUATED ACOUSTIC SIGNALS

It is assumed that in most applications, sound waves will be radiated

into the bubbly mixture by a transducer which is small relative to the

wavelength of the driving frequency. When these conditions hold, the wave

forms can be considered as diverging spherical waves.

The solution to the wave equation for a harmonically vibrating

spherical wave transmitting in a homogeneous medium of uniform density is

conveniently expressed as

p =o exp it - (r - r )  [18]

where

p is the instantaneous pressure at a distance r from the source,

A is a complex constant,

w is the driving frequency,

K is the compressibility (see below),

r is the distance from source to receiver, and

r is the reference distance.
o

Attenuation occurs when the compressibility K is complex:

1 1

Co ac(w) to (W) + t(w)] [19]
C + AC(w) + -

where

C = C + AC(w) is the velocity of propagation of the w frequency
component, i.e., phase velocity;

Co  is the velocity in the liquid alone;

AC (w) is the increment of velocity arising from the bubbles;0

xr* I I I I I I --



a(w) = ao (w) + a () is the attenuation per unit length at the
frequency w;

a (w) is the attenuation in the liquid alone, usually
negligible in water; and

ca (w) is the additional attenuation produced by the
bubbles.

The acoustic pressure is

p expi t - c J exp a(r - r0) [20]

To determine the presence of bubbles, identical sound waves are sent

into the liquid with and without bubbles (e.g., in a water tunnel, this

could be the test conditions and then the test conditions except with a

high static pressure).

Let pw/out be the signal received at r1 when there are no bubbles

present:

A
{Arlx i t (r- r

Pw/out exp - (r - r)/Co exp (rl r

and when there are bubbles present, the sound received is pw/'

A

Pw/ rl exp i [t - (rl - r )/C] exp (a +aB) (rl - r)J

The ratio of those two signals is then:

Pw/ exp iw(rl - r) - exp [B(rl - ro) [21]Pw/out 1 0 C [21]

The small concentrations of bubbles expected in most situations

(volume concentration -- 10 5 ) have little effect on the speed of sound but

a large effect on attenuation. Since the velocities are nearly the same,

their difference is small and the propagation of sound through a bubbly



liquid is characterized by the attenuation and is approximately

Pw/- = exp [a (r - r )] [22]

Pw/out

Hence the attenuation is:

a r 1 r n:w/out [23]
1 - o Pw/

where the units would be nepers per unit length. The above expression

would be convenient when pressures are measured at the two conditions. In

some cases, an attenuation box (calibrated in decibels) would be used to

compare the signals for which 20 logl 0 pw/out/Pw/ (i.e., decibels) is read

on a scale. Then

- 20 logl0 P/ou = 8.686 ac (rl - r) [24]

where a is still in nepers per unit length. Since 8.686 converts from

nepers to decibels, the attenuation in the more common decibels would be

8.686 ag = attenuation in decibels per unit length

Pw/out
20 log1

= - [25]

rl - ro

In the following work, the conversion of nepers to decibels is a needless

bother and the attenuation is expressed in nepers per unit length.

To relate the velocity and attenuation to the components of the com-

plex compressibility, it is convenient to put

K = a + ib [26]

Obviously where attenuation is a small fraction of the peak value and
velocity far from the pure water value, e.g., low frequencies, this approxi-

mation might not be valid. Other experimental methods8'10'13 might be con-
sidered if this becomes a problem.
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where a and b are real, and, as will be shown for typical cases with small

concentrations of bubbles, la] > Ibl, a > 0, b < 0. To find the velocity

and attenuation the square root in Equation [19] must be obtained. The

square root with a positive velocity is the one sought, which gives

= 2 + b2 + a) - i + b2 - a) [27]

Therefore
1

c =

S2 +2 - aI b [28]

~ =- a + b2 -a =- c Ib

P cb [29]

Calculations show that the velocity for small concentrations is close to

the bubble-free value. The expression for velocity may then be approxi-

mated:

1 + 1/2-- 1
2

ca =1- [30]I -bl ypa

COMPUTATION OF COMPRESSIBILITY

To determine the value of the compressibility from the bubble motion,

the definition relating deformation to applied stress is used. For trans-

mission of sound, the compressibility is defined as

I - - ----------~- --31C3 ---- - -~l~rr~C~D~ ~C C~*l~ -------- _ --- -- l-CTr'lrr-



K AV- [31]
VAp

where V is the total volume acted upon,

Ap is the change in pressure,

Ap = Pexp(iwt) from Equation [11], and

Av is the change in volume resulting from the pressure change from

Equation [17].

The minus sign is needed since the pressure and volume changes are 180 deg

out of phase with each other. The compressibility will be that associated

with the liquid alone plus the contribution from the bubbles; that is, the

change in volumes per unit change in pressure (Av/Ap) will be additive

since the additional volume of bubbles is negligible in the total volume.

For bubble-free liquid, the following relation holds from Equation

[19]

1 a 2 2a
o o

K 2 2 -i [32]
pC 2 pwp pC0w

Based on an equation2 0 for attenuation of water alone, the real part of K

is dominated by the velocity term at frequencies below 1011 Hz. Thus the

pure water compressibility can be taken as

1 2a
K= 2 - i [33]

pC pC W
o o

To evaluate the compressibility, the change in volume for the bubble must

be computed. If the bubbles were all of the same size, the total volume

change would be simply the number of bubbles times the volume change for a

single bubble. For a mixture of bubble sizes, a concentration is used so

that the number of bubbles of radius Ro per bnit volume of mixture is

number of bubbles dv (Ro)
V 3 [34]

4/3 T R

where dv is the elemental volume concentration per unit volume for bubbles

of radius R .
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The total volume change per unit volume for the bubble is now

oMax
v oin

oMin

2 dv (Ro)
4 r R AR =3

4/3 7 R R

R

RMax AR dv

oMin

(R o )0
[35]

The elemental volume concentration can be taken either as a function of

equilibrium size (i.e., radius) or as a function of resonant frequency.

The following development will be based on the concentration as a function

of resonant frequency. Since concentration is a function of natural fre-

quency, let

dv (Ro) = 1- T (W ) dw [36]

So that the total concentration is

v = 1 -- (w) dw2r o
[37]

where T is a concentration function.

From Equation [17], the compressibility becomes

1 2a -
o _3

K(w) 2 i
pC pC W 2rpw 2

o o0

joMax 2 ( d

WoMin (w R ) 1-2 - 1 + i O

0 0

where woMin and woMax are the resonant frequencies for the smallest and

largest bubbles present. In practice, this will correspond to the upper and

lower frequencies for which significant attenuations as defined by

Equation [25] can be determined.

Let Z = -o and obtain
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2a ZMax 1
1 o 5

K (w) = - - +M x
PC pC w 2r (P P) 2a 1 -

Min n 1+

Z2 T(Z) dZ

Z2 - 1 + i Z 6(Z) [38]

where ZMin corresponds to the lowest resonant frequency present and ZMa x

to the highest. The above equation is essentially Equation [22] in Meyer

and Skudrzyk.1 3

To perform the integration, the concentration function T(Z) is

approximated by a series of steps in which Tn(Z) is constant. In addition,

all slowly varying quantities (i.e., f, 6, and [1 + 2a/R (P - P ) (1 - 1/3)])

are also taken as constant with their value that at midband. The com-

pressibility then becomes

2a o n n

K( )  - + 2 P - P [39]

pC o n=1 3

Z Z - 1 + iZ6
nn n

N is the number of steps in the approximation of T,

I i I ____,~"b*



A6
o *

E - n is the half interval for which T and 6 are taken constant,n 2w n n

0

S -- n is the value of Z at midband, andn

Aw =w -w
on 0n+1  On

The integration involved in I can be performed to give

2 2 2 Z+E
6 6 Z 2-6 Z -2 4-6 +1

L() = 1 4 tan- Z2-- + 4 _6 2 Z2+ZV46n2+ln -1 n n n
n2 V -6n 2 1 4 -6n2 4 n

n Z n Z -j
n n

[40]
42 2(()+n2 n n

fo n n 2 +2u- + -- 2n - + 6
2_ 2  6 )62 n

n n

Figure 3 is a graph of In as a function of 1/Z = w/wo for En = 1/8 Zn.
Thus the real and imaginary components of K in Equation [26] are

The geometric mean rather than the arithmetic mean is generally used
for the center frequency. For the results shown later in Figures 5 and 9,
comparative calculations using the geometric center frequency differed by
less than one percent except for the high frequency bands in the bubble
distribution calculations. This is due mostly to changes in the band
attenuation from the different averaging.
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Figure 3 - Typical Components of Compressibility Integral
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z

+ 2(P -P v n
n= 1

2 ____n n
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4j4 2 2+ 4 n 1 nfl

[1 +
[41]

o
- b(w) = 2 P

0

N

+ 2n(P -P) T

n=l

2-6 2
2 tan

2

2(Z2-1)+6 2 6
n n6~+ ---

Z +C

n 2 _ 1 )2 + 6 2 2

Z -E
n n

nn + 2n(1

[42]

Let the above expressions be

1
a(w) +

2
pC

2a

-b(w) 0 +
pC 0

W

2'rr(P P n A n
0 v n=l

N

2r(P - P n n

n=1

Generally the pure water attenuation will contribute little to the expression

1
a(w) = 2

pC 0

and

[43]

[44]
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for b and it can be ignored. Since both n and 1 + 20(1 - 1/3n)/[R (P -P )]

are fixed at the midband value, variations in A and B are determined by

variations in I. Equations [43] and [44] are now in a form where they can

be directly substituted into Equations [28] and [29] to obtain the speed of

sound and attenuation as a function of frequency in the bubble-liquid mix-

ture with a known bubble distribution.

The calculations for attenuation involve the imaginary component of

In(w). Since I depends only on the bandwidth and damping constant, several

values of each were used to calculate the imaginary component; see Figure 4.

Calculations show that the peak value (near resonance) of the function

varies slowly with damping when the bandwidth is held constant. The ex-

pected broadening occurs when the bandwidth is increased. The figure shows

that the curves peak near resonance and that the contribution to the sum-

mation in neighboring bands is greater for frequencies below resonance than

above it and less for large bandwidths than for small ones. The attenuation

is proportional to the frequency squared times the imaginary component of

In (w), and hence the attenuation is higher above resonance than below for

equal fractions of the center frequency from the resonant frequency. In-

creasing the damping constant is seen to increase the attenuation at off-

resonance frequencies but to lower the value at resonance. The value of

0.2 for the damping constant in Figure 4 is the highest measured value for

air bubbles in water.
1 4 ,1 5

When the driving frequency w is much lower than any resonant fre-

quency wo, Z >> 1, and the function An becomes in the limit of large Z,

6 2-n -1 1 1 n
2s E + 2[( Z + . n(1)

n n n n 2

n n 20 (1 -- n
n 2n

Y R P v)P

-------' ~--- - - ~ .1'1
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2 E
n2 1 

n 1 [45]

S- n~n

and if the denominator is put equal to unity (at low static pressures with

5
v-, 10, the denominator would vary between 0.8 and 1.2 in a typical fre-

quency range whereas it would be close to unity at high static pressures);

then N
1 w

a()- +  nl Tn(2(n
pC2 2Tr (P o - Pv)Yn

o n=1

Aw
onBut E =

2w

1 1 N AW

a() - +  n n
pC 2 (P P) Y  2

0 1

1
S + [46]

p C P - PV)Y

where v is the total concentration from Equation [37]. From Equation [30]

the velocity is

c + PV [47]

02 o -P v yC2 (P o-v

so that if the velocity at a low frequency were measured, the total free

air content would be

P -P 1 1
O vS= Yo v 2 [48]

P C C

Si EI11Nuhh 1
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Unfortunately, the experimental investigations to date have been

limited at low frequencies by reflections of nearby structures while still

measuring significant attenuation, and thus it has not been possible to

obtain a sufficiently low frequency to perform this valuable check of the

computed total concentration of free air. Two investigations21 22 have

been formulated on the basis of Equation [48], neither has yet been used as

a check of the total concentration as determined from the spectrum measure-

ments.

As the equations are now formulated, with a known bubble distri-

bution which would either be in the form of a step function or approxi-

mated as such, the attenuation and velocity at a given frequency w could be

calculated as follows. The width of each step in the bubble distribution

would be expressed as a frequency increment using Equation [14] to give the

resonant frequency corresponding to the radius. Then for midinterval

values, the damping constant and the polytropic expansion coefficient could

be calculated from the equations in Appendix A. Next, Equations [43] and

[44] would be evaluated and, finally, Equations [28] and [29] would give

the velocity and attenuation. This procedure could be followed for a

number of frequencies to obtain the velocity and attenuation as a function

of frequency. Then the propagation of the wave could be calculated by

resolving an arbitrary wave into its Fourier components.

To check the calculation procedure, the bubble distribution determined

photographically by Fox, Curley, and Larson8 was used to calculate the

velocity and attenuation. The amount of free air in these tests is much

greater than found by Ripkin and Killenl2 in a water tunnel, but it might

be representative of either very low pressures in a tunnel or of wakes of

high-speed surface ships. These data are particularly interesting since

both phase velocity and attenuation were measured over a range of fre-

quencies. Unfortunately, their results are presented in small graphs and

the bubble distribution is averaged whereas the measured attenuation and

phase velocities are not. The authors state that repeat evaluations for

the bubble distribution did not vary radically. All of the data are shown

in Figure 5. Independent of the bubble distribution evaluation, the free-

air content was measured and found to be 2.0 +0.5 * 10-4 by volume. Their

bubble distribution curve was scaled to give the median air content and
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calculations made for attenuation and phase velocity. Comparisons are made

with the experiments in Figure 5 for the median air content. Two different

sets of calculations are given, one with the computed damping coefficient

and one with a constant damping coefficient of 0.2 (maximum calculated

damping coefficient is 0.14 for these data). The comparison indicates that

the data fit best with the damping held constant at 0.2. However, direct

measurements of the damping14,15 2 3 do not generally give such a high value.

(Maximum observed damping constant is 0.2 for air bubbles in water. '4,15

Some of the physics not taken into account analytically (e.g., surface

oscillations and off-resonant damping) might explain the less accurate pre-

dictions with computed damping but as noted in the Discussion section, these

effects are not expected to be significant.

Both of the calculations are considered to be in good agreement with

the measured data. The 6 = 0.2 calculations follow the apparent trends in

data slightly better than the curve for computed damping. These calcu-

lations were made for the median air content. If the average had been

slightly lower, the agreement with experimental data would have been even

better. If the bubble distribution curve were a multiple of that given, the

maximum attenuation would be proportional to concentration. For the minimum

air content, the maximum attenuation would be 28 db/cm for the computed

damping case and 25 db/cm for the constant damping case. For the maximum

air content, the maximum attenuation would be 47 db/cm for the calculated

damping and 42 db/cm for constant damping coefficient. A calculated curve

somewhere between the median and low air content curves would be in ex-

cellent agreement with the measured attenuation. A lower total air content

would also help the agreement with measured velocities.

BUBBLE SPECTRUM COMPUTATIONS

Calculations performed in the previous section explicitly found the

attenuation and velocity at a given frequency w when the bubble distri-

bution is known. However, the problem is to determine the bubble distri-

bution from measurements that can be performed on the water used in the

test. The measurements of attenuation and velocity as a function of fre-

quency are easily made. For the small concentrations expected in the

majority of tests, the velocity will be near that of the bubble-free water

-- I I "' Yil
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BUBBLE FREQUENCY
RADIUS CHANGE CENTER BAND 211 - )

m.m. ACROSS FREQUENCY o CONCEN- r
BAND TRATION 1

KHz KHz 'o x 10
4  

x id

.011

134 204.00 .658 .0059 .0044 .1398 .856

.022

449 114.55 392 .0875 .197 .1252 .878

.033

22.7 8075 .281 .1767 777 .1137 890

.044

13.6 6260 .217 .331 2.437 1052 .9

.055

9.1 51 25 .1777 .454 4,990 .0990 .904

.066

6.5 43.45 .1496 .3425 5270 0937 .911

.077

5.0 3770 1326 .3605 7.210 .0893 918

.088

3.9 33.25 .1173 1222 3.135 0860 .922

.099

3.05 29 775 .1024 .0795 2.605 .0828 .928

.110

2.5 2700 0926 .0392 1.569 .0799 .930

.121

40
CALCULATED DAMPING

36

30

20

15

10 -

5 ""
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FREQUENCY IN Hz

DAMPING CONSTANT - 0.2

m  .

* *
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FREQUENCY IN Hz

FREQUENCY IN Hz FREQUENCY IN Hz

Figure 5 - Comparison of Computed and Measured Velocity
and Attenuation
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whereas the attenuation will be much greater than that for bubble-free

water and hence less sensitive measuring instruments could be used than

for the velocity and still retain the same accuracy in the resolved data.

With an iteration process, the equations of the previous section can

be directly used to find the concentrations of the bubbles in the various

bands. Thus for the m band, m being any of the n, the concentration

function would be

a(w)4Try (P-P)

2[C + Ac( ] -
7T B [49]

T =
m B

m

where the notation on the summation sign means that the mth term is omitted.

The band volume concentration would be T A w /2r from Equation [36].m o
m th

This expression would hold for any of the m and any w. If the m

band whose center frequency m corresponds to the driving frequency w is

chosen, then the summation term will be only a small fraction of the

measured attenuation and thus a good iteration scheme is set up.

COMPUTER PROGRAM

To quickly and accurately determine the bubble distribution from

the measured attenuation, a computer program was written in FORTRAN IV

language. Program compilation and complete data analysis on the IBM 7090

takes less than a minute, and each additional data set is analyzed in only

a few seconds more.

This is the total volume of gas per unit volume of gas-liquid mixture

in the band of radii with endpoints separated by A wo . It does not mean
m

that each radius in the interval has this concentration.
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The data needed to calculate the bubble distribution from attenuation

measurements are the frequency and attenuation per unit length over a suit-

able range of frequencies and the test conditions of pressure, distance be-

tween hydrophones, specific heat at constant pressure for the gas, thermal

conductivity for the gas, coefficient of viscosity of the liquid, density

of the liquid, speed of sound in bubble-free liquid, adiabatic expansion

constant for the gas, surface tension for the liquid-gas interface, vapor

pressure of the liquid, and a number relating pressure and density of the

gas. Provision is made in the program for input of attenuation either as

decibels with the known path length or as voltage levels seen on the

receiving hydrophone and the distance between hydrophones. Internal to the

program, physical constants are provided for a temperature of 26.7 C (80 F)

for air bubbles in water.

The calculation procedure used in the program is that just presented.

The input data from either option are first converted to common units of

nepers per centimeter, then each two consecutive points are averaged for

midband values, and the bandwidth is obtained by subtracting each frequency

from the one following it. The damping and polytropic expansion coefficient

(see Appendix A for equations) are next calculated using Devin's ex-

pressions.18 The propagation matricies An and Bn (defined in Equations 43

and 44) are then calculated. To get the iteration started, the concen-

tration function T is found by taking m a value near the halfway point of

the input data and solving Equation [49], ignoring both the summation and

the increment in velocity. This same value is given to all the T as a

first guess. With this first guess concentration, the velocity can be

calculated at the highest frequency and the summation in Equation [49] for

m = N performed. Then TN is found from Equation [49]. This new value of

T N then replaces the first estimated value and the process is repeated for

TN-l'. These steps are repeated for all the m from highest to lowest center

frequency. At each point, the ratio of old to new value of T is determined

for use as the convergence criteria. The whole process just outlined is

repeated until the present and previous values of T at each and every point

agree to within at least 0.1 percent.

The effects of the physical constants on the computed results for air
bubbles in water are discussed in the following section.
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FORMAT FOR DATA INPUT

Each set of data to be converted to bubble concentrations consists

of the following groups of cards: a control card, a title card, a card

listing the static pressure and distance between hydrophones, cards for the

experimental data, and then the option cards. Whether or not a group of

option cards is used depends on the control card. Either or both of the

option cards may be required. They are read in the following order:

physical constants which would give different parameters than those at

26.7 C (80 F) given internally, and/or initial guesses for the bubble con-

centration function at each midband.

In order of use, specific instructions for the input cards are as

follows:

Card 1, control card, Format 512

Column Variable Identification and Comments

1- 2 JOBS, an integer if more data follow, zero
if last set given.

3- 4 NOF, integer number of data points.

5- 6 IP, an integer if attenuation is given in
decibels, zero if pressures are given with and
without bubbles.

7- 8 ICON, an integer if the program values of
physical parameters are used, zero if values
are given.

9-10 ITAO, an integer if values for the first trial
guess of concentration function is given, zero
otherwise.

Card 2, identification card, Format 12A6

Column Identification and Comments

1-72 TITLE, ZA, ZB, ZC, ZD, ZE, ZF, ZG, ZH, ZI, ZJ, ZK,
any printable statement.

Card 3, pressure and distance card, Format 2F12.6

Column Identification and Comments

1-12 PO, static pressure in atmospheres at depth
attenuation is measured.

13-24 DIST, distance in centimeters between sending and
receiving hydrophones.
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Card 4, measured attenuation, as many cards as data points

(A) Option 1, If IP = 0, pressures are given from low to high fre-

quency, Format 3F12.6

Column Identification and Comments

1-12 FO(I), frequency in Hertz.

13-24 PWO(I), pressure received without bubbles in water.

25-36 PW(I), pressure received under test conditions.

(B) Option 2, If IP is an integer, attenuation in decibels is given

from low to high frequency, Format 2F12.6.

Column Identification and Comments

1-12 FO(I), frequency in Hertz.

13-24 ATN(I) Attenuation in decibels.

Cards 5, option cards for physical constants, used only if ICON is zero,

Two cards, first card Format 6F12.6, second card Format 3F12.6.

Column Identification and Comments

Cards

1-12 SP1, specific heat at constant pressure for air.

13-24 XK1, thermal conductivity for air in calorie/cm sec deg C.

25-36 YMU, coefficient of viscosity for water in poise

37-48 RH02, density of water in grams/ml.

49-60 CO, speed of sound in bubble-free water in cm/sec.

61-72 XGAMA, ratio of specific heats for air.

1-12 SIGMA, surface tension for water-air interface in dynes/cm.

13-24 PV, vapor pressure of water in dynes/cm2 (1 atmosphere ="

1.013-106 dynes/cm2).

25-36 CON3, factor to multiply static pressure (Po) to obtain.

density of air in gm/ml at prevailing temperature.

6, Option cards for initial trial concentration guess, used only if

ITAO is an integer. One less than the number of input data are

needed, Format 6F12.6

Column Identification and Comments

1-12

13-24

TAO(1), initial guess for T of bandwidth at lowest fre-

quency.

TAO(2), initial guess for T of second frequency interval

continued as needed.
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CODING FORM FOR IBM TYPE 704 COMPUTER

NDW TMB 10462/9(719)
TITLE

PROBLEM NO.

PR-GRAM*" DATE

PHASE L ABEL SHEET - OF

SYMBOL Or. ADDRESS. TAG, DECREMENT REMARKS IDENT O.

6 1] 50 42 54 66

01 040 0 10 I

I N I T T A 0 C MP U T E R T R I AL D ATA 4 P 0 I NT S 5/68

5 16.0

10000. 1.2 1 .0

30000. 2 .2 1 .0

50000 2 .6 5 . 0

1000 0 .1 7 1 .0

00 II 0O 010 0

COMPUTER TR I AL DATA I I P N T S 5i/68

5 16 .

10000 I 2 I .0

125 90 I .33 I .0

15830 1 .47 I .0

19930 I .6 9 1 .0

25 1 0 .1 96 1 0

31580. 2 26 1 .0

39750. 2. 5 I .0

50000. 2.65 .0

82900. 2.65 1 .0

79200. 2.2 I .0

100000 I 17 I .0

Figure 6 - Typical Data Input to Computer Program



Typical input data are shown in Figure 6. Initial guesses of zero

for the concentration function were made in the first case and the internal

physical constants are used. The second case is a repeat of the first with

no initial estimates and more data points.

TYPICAL OUTPUT

As will be discussed in the next section, an arbitrary curve was

selected to represent the test data. The analysis of these data are shown

in Figure 7.

The top of the first page of output gives computed results for the

radius of bubble resonant at the input frequency and for the damping con-

stant. Information on the columns is as follows: the frequency is in

Hertz, the two amplitudes are relative to each other (the ratio is used to

determine the attenuation in decibels, and this is divided by the distance

between measuring points to obtain the attenuation per unit length), the

bubble radius is given in centimeters, and the damping is nondimensional.

The bottom half of the page gives the band values which are averages

of the input data. The frequencies are again given in Hertz. The first

column is the center frequency, the second and third columns -the end fre-

quencies of the band in Hertz, the fourth column is the change in fre-

quency across the band in Hertz, and the last column is the average

attenuation in the band converted to nepers per centimeter.

A series of pages following the averaged values will give the

results of each step in the iteration to find T, the concentration function.

For illustration, the first page is shown. As can be seen, the higher fre-

quencies are first evaluated. The first column is again the cenLer fre-

quency in Hertz. The second column is the velocity ratio, the computed

velocity divided by the bubble-free velocity. The third and fourth columns

are values for the concentration function. The third column is the pre-

vious concentration and the fourth column is the new value. The last

column is the ratio of the two T's. Assuming T a constant was not a good

guess here. The value of the concentration function determined in the

first line is used in the computations for other values. Once the second

concentration is determined, it is also used in determining subsequent

values.



BUBBLE SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

TEST CATA
COMPUTER TRIAL CATA 5/68

P(STATIC)=0.5000 ATMOS.16.000 CM BETWEEN PROBES

AMPL W/O AMPL W/ ATTN DB/CM R.CM
1.2000u0 1.000000 0.098977 0.021233
1.330030 1.00030 0.154815 0.016776
1.470000 1.000000 0.209147 0.013268
1.690000 1.000000 0.284858 0.010475
1.960000 1.000000 0.365320 0.008263
2.260000
2.500000
2.650000
2.650000
2.210000
1.170000

1.000000
1.000030
1.000000
1.000000
1.000000
1.000000

0.442636
0.497425
0.529057
0.529057
0.430490
0.085232

0.006522
0.005143
0.004060
0.003210
0.002543
0.002017

DAMP
0.088707
0.095501
0.102357
0.109276
0.116049
0.122043
0.126057
0.126553
0.122738
0.115220
0.105651

FREQUENCY PARAMETERS

FI1 F2 DELTA F ATTN NP/CM
ICO00.0 12590.0 2590.0 0.014609
12590.C 15830.0 3240.0 0.020951
15830.0 19930.0 4100.0 0.029437
19930.0 25100.0 5170.0 0.037427
25100.0 31580.0 6480.0 C..)46510
31580.0 39750.0 5170.0 0.0'4114
39750.0 50000.0 10251.0 0.059089
5C000.0 62900.0 1290C. 0.060910
62900.0 79200.0 16300.0 0.055236
79200.0 100000.0 2C800.0 0.029687

ITERATION NO. 1

FREQUENCY
89600.0
71050.0
56450.0
44875.30
35665.0
28340.0
22515.0
17880.0
14210.0
11295.0

VR( I-I)
1.025584
0.982403
0.964866
0.955481
0.949876
0.946341
0.944037
0.942438
0.941072
0.939026

TAO(I-I)
0.316E-10
0.316E-10
0.316E-10
0.316E-10
0.316E-10
0.316E- 10
0.316E-10
0.316E-10
0.316E-10
0.316E-10

TAO( I)
0.491E-12
0.808E-11 I
0.158E-10
0.256E-10
0.380E-10
0.519E- 10
0.657E-iO
0.783E-10
0.908E-10
0.101E-09

B. SECOND PAGE OF OUTPUT

A. FIRST PAGE OF OUTPUT

COMPUTED RUBBLE SPECTRUM

11 PTS

VELOCITY
0.942618
0.954362
0.963096
0.972159
0.981770
0.990985
0.398945
1.005573
1.3111)7
1.112151

COMPUTER TRIAL DATA 5/68

P(STATIC)=0.5000 ATMOS.16.000 CM BETWEEN PROBES

TAO ClNCEMTRATION R.CM DAMP NO BUB/CC
0.102E-09 0.263E-06 0.018747 0.092281 0.954E-D02
0.862E-10 0.279E-06 0.014820 0.099117 0.205E-01
0.731E-10 0.300E-06 0.011710 0.106019 0.446E-01
0.606E-10 0.314E-06 0.009241 0.112901 0.949E-01
0.474E-10 0.307E-06 0.007292 0.119375 0.189E 00
0.346E-10 0.282F-06 0.005752 0.124514 0.354E 00
0.2356-10 0.241E-06 0.004538 0.126837 0.616E 00
0.153E-10 0.197E-06 0.003585 0.125068 O.ID2E 01
0.884E-11 0.144E-06 0.002837 0.119126 0.151E 01
0.263E-11 0.547E-07 0.002248 0.110271 0.115E 01

A
0.500E-10
0.487E-10
0.478E-10
0.469E-10
0.460E-10
0.452E-10
0.445E-10
0.439E-ID
0.434E-10
0.434E-10

0.292E-11
0.328E-11
0.351E-11
0.363E-11
0.355E-11
0.325E-11
0.280E-11
0.2288-11
0.163E-11
0.696E-12

TOTAL COnCENTRATION= 0.238E-05

PHYSICAL CONSTANTS

SPI K MU RHO C GAMMA SIGMA PV CON3
0.240000 0.000062 0.008603 0.996540 150300.00 1.400000 71.420000 35050.00 0.001178

C. LAST PAGE OF OUTPUT

Figure 7 - Typical Data Output from Computer Program

II PTS

FREQUENCY
10000.0
12590.0
15830.0
19930.0
25100.0
31580.0
39750.0
50300.0
62900.0
79200.0
100000.0

FO
11295.0
14210.0
17880.0
22515.0
28340.0
35665.0
44875.0
56450.0
71050.0
89600.0

RATIO
64.4083C6
3.912918
1.997114
1.234318
0.830822
0.608447
0.481336
0.403880
0.347918
0.314317

FREQUENCY
11295.0
14210.0
17880.0
22515.0
28340.0
35665.0
44875.0
56450.0
71050.0
896,,0.0



The particular set of data shown here took six iterations to com-

plete. The solution is shown on the last page of data output. The first

column is again the center frequency in Hertz. The second column is the

velocity ratio and the third column is the concentration function T. The

fourth column is the concentration which is the product of the concen-

tration function and the change in frequency across the band from page 2 of

the output. The radius and damping are given next for the center fre-

quency. The number of bubbles per cubic centimeter is next determined by

assuming they are all of the same size as the center band radius. The

concentration is divided by the volume of a single bubble to get the bubble

density. The last two columns are the a and -b in Equations [43] and [44].

Underneath the band data is printed the summation of the concen-

trations to give the total free gas. Below this are printed the physical

constants which were used in the analysis--the values are in cgs (centimeter-

gram-second) units as required in the input format.

INVESTIGATION OF METHOD

As is generally the case, the mathematical analysis does not directly

provide guidance for data collection. In order to evaluate the effects of

number of points, point distributions, different physical constants, and

typical errors, computer computations were made using an assumed data curve.

The arbitrary curve used to represent the ratio of pressures received with

and without bubbles is shown in Figure 8. For all tests, air and water

were the two phases and variables were assumed pertinent to water-tunnel

operations.

The first check was to determine the number and spacing of data

points needed to determine an accurate estimate of the total free gas. In

all studies, the first data point was at 10.0 kHz and last point was at

100.0 kHz. First a fine grid of points at an arbitrary spacing was taken.

Points were progressively reduced while both the concentration function and

total concentration were recorded. The location of the points in the

interval was also varied during the study. The calculations showed that 10

intervals of equal percent bandwidth were sufficient to give accuracy in

the total concentration within 1/2 percent of that at 30 points (asymptotic
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value). Also the spacing that produced the best accuracy was found to be

constant percentage bandwidth. For the 10 intervals just mentioned, the

ratio from one measuring frequency to the next was about 1.259. Accuracy

to within 10 percent was possible with only five points in the interval

10 to 100 kHz. Here too the accuracy was increased by using constant per-

centage bandwidth analysis (i.e., more points at lower frequencies) rather

than selecting the point spacing so that averaged attenuation values would

fall nearer the curve in Figure 8. Individual band concentrations were off

more than the total concentration, with most of the differences occurring

at the higher frequencies (smaller bubble sizes) although when only three

bands were used (total concentration about 15 percent low), the end bands

were both low. Undoubtedly much of this was because the averaged atten-

uation was not near the curve value, but no checks were made since the

determination of points experimentally is considered more of a problem than

running the computer program. In other words, if more points were available

from the experiments, they would have been used.

In view of the improved prediction of the measurements in Reference

8 when the damping constant was taken as a constant 0.2, the effect of

damping on the computed bubble spectrum was investigated. For the sample

computer run (Figure 7), the damping constant was changed to 0.2 and the

results reanalyzed. A comparison is shown in Figure 9. In the first case

with computed damping, the effect of each band is confined to a region near

resonance and a smooth variation is obtained in the bubble distribution.

With the large damping, the band effect is spread out and the end points

in the bubble spectrum do not fit into the curve as well. It is interesting

that an approximate 200-percent increase in damping causes only a 5-percent

increase in free gas, indicating that the damping is not critical. With

this high damping constant, other assumed data curves which were less smooth

would occasionally have zero for intermediate band concentrations. (The

computer program sets any negative concentrations to zero.) With the large

damping constant, more iterations were required for convergence.

Checks were then made for the effects of the physical properties on

the computed concentration. The effect will be considered on total free

air content which generally influences the bubble spectrum more at the

higher frequencies (small bubbles) than at the lower frequencies. A
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50-percent reduction in surface tension reduced the free air concentration

9 percent at a static pressure of 0.2 atmospheres and less than 1 percent

at atmospheric pressure. A 50-percent increase in viscosity increased the

free air by about 1 percent at 0.1 atmosphere pressure and negligibly at

atmospheric pressure. A 15-percent increase in the thermal conductivity

reduced the concentration by about 1 percent at half an atmospheric static

pressure and about 1/2 percent at 0.1 atmosphere and 1 atmosphere. A 10-

percent increase in the constant relating air pressure to density gives

about 1-percent increase in the free air. A 1-percent change in water

density produced a 1-percent change in concentration; a 1-percent change

in the speed of sound in bubble-free water also gave a 1-percent change in

concentration and so did a similar change in pressure. The water density,

speed of sound, and pressure are multiples of the dominant term on the

right-hand side of Equation [49]. Since the specific heat at constant

pressure for air and the ratio of specific heats do not change for the ex-

pected range of temperatures or pressures, they were not investigated. The

various changes just mentioned in the constants had little effect on the

speed of sound as calculated from the computed bubble distribution.

The effect of temperature changes was also examined for identical

measurements. At half an atmosphere static pressure, a change in physical

constants caused by a temperature rise from 15.6 C (60 F) to 20 C (68 F)

decreased the computed free air by 3 percent. A rise from 20 to 26.7 C

(80 F) resulted in a 4-percent decrease in the free air. In these calcu-

lations, the effect was more uniformly distributed over the spectrum than

with changes in individual constants. At 0.1 atmosphere pressure, the

changes were 6 percent for the 15.6 to 20 C change and 12 percent for the

20 to 26.7 C change, and at 1.0 atmosphere, the changes were 2 and 3 per-

cent, respectively.

Calculations were next made to determine the effects of the calcu-

lated polytropic expansion coefficient. The trial data shown in Figure 8

were analyzed for isothermal and adiabatic conditions. The isothermal

analysis gave lower total free air contents than the polytropic and the

adiabatic gave higher. The isothermal and adiabatic differed uniformally

by approximately the gas constant Y (i.e., the adiabatic was 40 percent

higher than the isothermal). At a static pressure of 0.1 atmospheres,
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there were negligible differences in the polytropic and isothermal analysis.

At 1 atmosphere static pressure, the polytropic was about 28 percent higher

than the isothermal and about 9 percent lower than the adiabatic case. In

both the adiabatic and isothermal analysis, concentration was directly

proportional to pressure. The damping used in this study was that cor-

responding to the calculated bubble radius.

During the study of data point spacing, there were considerable

differences in the shape of the bubble distribution curves with the different

spacing, even though T was consistent. For consistency in data, either T

must be considered the variable of interest or a uniform spacing must be

used for the input data. Reporting actual concentrations (not T) at con-

stant percentage bandwidths is recommended.

The calculations were made for bubbles with resonant frequencies from

10 to 100 kHz. Bubbles with a different range of resonant frequencies and

concentrations would be affected differently. For example, more pronounced

changes could occur for distributions at higher frequencies.

DISCUSSION

The calculation method in this report differs from that prepared at

Saint Anthony Falls Hydraulic Laboratory (SAFHL) mainly in details; some

factors in their expressions could not be duplicated and thus there is

some difference in the final equations. The damping constant used in the

SAFHL analysis is taken from experimental results for atmospheric pressure,

whereas here it is calculated as a function of pressure (see Appendix A).

Also SAFHL has found that linearizing the expressions involved in the

acoustic propagation was adequate for their purposes. In the present study

comparisons made with the linearized and nonlinear expressions for a typical

case indicated that the total free-air content was about 6 percent greater

Equation [12a] in Reference 12 should have a 2 in the denominator in-

stead of 1/2. Their Equation [16a] has an extra factor of (w/o) 2 in the

last term of the denominator. Notice also the differences between Figure 4
of this report and Figure 2A of Reference 12.
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when the linearized expressions were used. The location of the spectrum

peak was not changed (constant percent bandwidth analysis). However the

peak location on the first iteration for each of the analyses was shifted

two bands toward the higher frequencies and the total free air was about

5 percent higher than for the iterated solutions. Comparisons were not

made directly with the SAFHL computed bubble distributions since the in-

formation given in Reference 12 was not sufficient to recompute their

bubble distribution.

The method of analysis presented here is subject to question on two

points: either the physics of the situation is not correctly taken into

account or the analysis is not properly done.

Consider the analysis first. This is based on the equation of

motion of a spherical bubble undergoing small motions. Damping proportioned

to bubble wall velocity is introduced in the equation of motion. The

equations are linearized for the small motions expected in acoustic ex-

citation. The ordinary, linear second-order equation is solved for the

change in radius due to a sinusoidally varying pressure. The compressibility

is evaluated next and the propagation properties determined. An iteration

procedure is used to work back from the propagation to the bubble distri-

bution. As long as the driving pressure is kept low (see Appendix C), the

analysis should be satisfactory. During the data collection, it was assumed

that the phase velocity was near that of bubble-free water which would be

true for low free-air contents. With larger free-air contents, the same

assumption can be used since the phase velocity passes through the pure

water value near the peak of the attenuation values. Thus larger free-air

contents might be distorted somewhat but the peak should not be changed in

the calculated bubble distribution.

Several possibilities for errors exist in the assumed physics of the

problem: the calculated damping constant, possible surface oscillations,

and possible nonuniformity of the liquid-bubble mixture.

For air bubbles in water at atmospheric pressure, the calculated

damping constant at resonance appears to be confirmed by the theory although

there is considerable scatter. Devin 1 8 ignores the scatter and concludes

close agreement between theory and experiment for resonant damping at at-

mospheric pressure. Tests with water have been performed just to the point
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where viscous effects start to be important (300 kHz) so no firm con-

clusions can be drawn about viscosity. However tests 2 3 in a more viscous

liquid do not confirm the importance of viscous damping although not enough

information is given to check the calculations. At the low static pressures

employed in water tunnels, viscous damping is important in the working fre-

quency range (see Appendix A).

Another problem with the damping is the off-resonance effects for

which no experiments exist. Although Devin 8 and Hsieh and Plessetl 7 give

equations for which damping could be found as a function of frequency,

there is not yet sufficient justification for including this in the develop-
18"

ment. For example, at atmospheric pressure, the damping is

6 = 4.4 10--- + 1.4 10 , f < 10 kHz

which at 10 kHz gives a damping constant at resonance of about 0.058. For

a bandwidth of 25 percent, the center frequency of the closest neighboring

band would be 7/9 - 10 kHz = 7.8 kHz. The damping at this off-resonance

point is also approximately 0.058. Thus there is no effect on the neigh-

boring point for this case. Assuming a similar frequency dependence for

the damping constant at higher resonant frequencies gives a 5-percent

change in the contribution to the neighboring interval for fo = 50 kHz and

the same 25-percent bandwidth. Since 20 percent of the band value at

50 kHz is added to the band at 38.8 kHz, the overall effect is only 1 per-

cent of the 50-kHz value. Points further away are even less affected.

Investigations of damping have generally been made for a bubble in

still water. Victor2 4 has recently investigated the effects of directional

motion on damping and found negligible influence for air bubbles in water.

Another physical effect which is not accounted for in the analysis

is the possibility of nonspherical oscillations. Absorption would occur at

The first term is due to thermal effects and the second to radiation.
The radiation term differs from that quoted in References 8 and 13 by a
factor of f/fo
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resonant frequencies other than that given in Equation [14]. Strasberg2 5

suggests that some anomalies in measured damping constants23 could result

from excitation of surface oscillations. The analysis presented here does

not account in any way for surface harmonics, and it would appear to be a

difficult problem to include these effects unless the amplitude of the

various modes could be determined. Strasberg26 has shown that the resonant

frequency of volume pulsations for oblate spheriods is only slightly

different from that of spheres. In calculating absorption of a bubble in

general motion, Hsieh and Plessetl7 found that when the wavelength is much

greater than the bubble radius, the damping is essentially due to volume

pulsations and confirmed the resonant frequency to be that for volume pul-

sations. This indicates that surface oscillations are relatively unim-

portant. Meyer and Tamm27 measured sound pressures and surface oscillations

for air bubbles in water. Although not conclusive, absorption appears to

occur only at the volume resonance in the data they present.

Nonuniformity in the flow could cause spurious reflections and make

invalid the assumption of an homogeneous medium needed in Equation [18].

If bubbles were to be clumped together, for example, reflections might

arise which would be caused by the acoustic impedance change due to the

grouping.

The necessary conditions on the bubble-liquid mixture so that

properties can be considered uniform are not known precisely. The bubble

size should be at least an order of magnitude less than the wavelength of

sound. The cumulative effect of the bubbles is assumed additive and thus

they must be far enough apart so that there are no interactions. Spitzer

has examined the spacing of bubbles and concludes that a spacing of 5 R is

sufficient for negligible interactions. For a radius of 0.1 mm, this is a

bubble density of 8 x 103 per cubic centimeter, or a free-air content inde-

pendent of radius, of 0.03 by volume. This is an excessive amount of air.

The minimum number of bubbles that should be present is more a function of

convenience than a mathematical limit. As shown in the test results, with

a small free-air content (Appendix C), there is considerable variation in

the received signal. It is postulated that these variations are due to the

small volume of water sampled by the receiver, that is, only occasionally

do bubbles of the correct size to produce attenuation flow into the measuring
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volume. Unfortunately, the variations in received signal increase with

frequency and, for these data, the number of bubbles per unit volume also

increases with resonant frequency. This point is thus unresolved and more

work should be done on the minimum number of bubbles needed in the mixture.

Other minor effects are ignored. For example, the density of the

bubble contents is computed for air at the specified static pressure.

Actually the pressure inside the bubble is slightly greater than this due

to surface tension while the presence of the water vapor lowers the overall

density. The effect of changes in the bubble contents density have been

shown to be small in the section termed Investigation of Method. Also the

thermal conductivity is affected by the water vapor but its effects are

also relatively small as pointed out in the preceding section. Since oxygen

is more soluble in water than is nitrogen, the constants for the gas

properties could also be affected by the different balance, but they are

ignored. In addition, the surface tension is known to be affected by trace

contaminents but its effect is also small. Thus the constants which are

most in doubt affect the overall accuracy only in a minor way.

The best way to check the overall accuracy of the method would be an

independent determination of the bubble distribution (e.g., photographically)

together with the attenuation measurements. This is what has been done by

Fox, Curley and Larson. 8 As previously explained, the computed results are

considered in good agreement. The answers from this analysis were input

into the program for bubble distribution analysis and the spectrum could

be duplicated within about 1 percent. Thus the analysis is consistent and

the iteration scheme does not introduce any new problems.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A procedure is examined for evaluating a gas bubble distribution in

a liquid medium from the measured attenuation. The analysis consists of

the calculated response of a single spherical bubble to forced harmonic

motion and summing the individual responses to obtain the cumulative

Most of this is felt to be caused by cumulative errors in some of the

hand work required.
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acoustic effect. The total effect of the bubbles is assumed to produce a

uniform medium with a complex compressibility which can be resolved into

phase velocity and attenua-:ion. An iteration procedure is used to resolve

the bubble spectrum from the measured attenuation.

A computer program has been written which quickly evaluates the

bubble distribution. Using this program, the calculations for air bubbles

in water are shown to be fairly insensitive to those physical properties

of the environment which are most in doubt. The items which have the

largest effect on the calculations are attenuation, static pressure, water

density, and speed of sound in bubble-free water. Accuracy in these

variables directly affects the calculated distribution.

The method presented here for bubble analysis is intended for use

with off-the-shelf items which should be available in most laboratories.

Appendix C describes the instrumentation used at this Center and explains

the procedure used in the water tunnel. The two most attractive features

of the method are the low cost of instrumentation and the ease with which

the equipment can be operated by inexperienced personnel.

The ability to duplicate measured attenuation and phase velocity from

the analytical results is encouraging, but several points in the analysis

need further verification. The most important of these is the damping con-

stant. Its value off-resonance and as a function of static pressure should

be experimentally investigated. The unknown effects of bubble shape and

surface oscillations need to be investigated as does the minimum concen-

tration of bubbles. In addition to this check of steps in the analysis, an

independent determination of a bubble distribution is also needed to

evaluate the overall method.
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APPENDIX A

BUBBLE DAMPING

The damping constant can be calculated from the equations in

Reference 18. The damping can be divided into three components--thermal

absorption, reradiation, and viscous dissipation. The equations for cal-

culating each of these are:

Thermal Absorption

INH X +SINX 2
COSH X -COSX X

X SINH X - SIN X
3(y-1) COSH X - COS X

where

k 0

Pl is the density of air,

Spl is the specific heat at constant pressure for air, 
and

k is the thermal conductivity of air.

Reradiation

3y1 P Pv) 21
1 o 16RAD =- 1+ R -RAD C 3no p Y R(P -P )

o o v

where
Y +2 +3(y-1) SINH X - SIN X

S +TH X COSH X - COS X
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Viscous Dissipation

4pmwo
6. =
is 3y(P - P)1 +

oP - P 3n

where P is the coefficient of viscosity.

And the total damping constant is the sum of the three components:

6 = 6TH + 6RAD + VIS

Although it is not obvious from the way the equations are presented,

an iteration must be used here to find the radius since the polytropic ex-

pansion coefficient also enters the equation for the radius; see Equation

[14].

The damping constant is shown in Figure 10 as a function of static

pressure and frequency. Although the components are not shown in the

figure, the contribution of each is clear. The radiation component is

nearly a constant, the thermal component accounts for the peak, and the

viscous component causes the curve to increase at the high frequency end.
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APPENDIX B

LISTING OF STATEMENTS IN COMPUTER PROGRAM
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- EFN SOURCE STATEMENT - IFN(S) - XN09

C BUBBLE SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

C T 8RCCKETTCOOE 526 B8 EXT 3136 APR 68

C

DIMENSION FO(60)FIt(5O)F2(50).ATN<50),ZIt(505O).32(5050|)

I 81(50.50).AI(50s50).TAO(50)*VR(50SOROI(50).XGI50).ETA(50),

2 DELF(50).PWO(50),PW(50)

CONMMN FC. PO.NOF.PIROItXG.ETA.XGAMA.RHO2.CO.ZloI8.At*Z2

COMMON SPI.XKI.YMU6 SIGMA.PV*CON3

C
Ptm3.1415927

C

C READ CONTROL CARD AND TEST DATA

C

100 RBAD(5*1) JOBSeNOF*IPLICON9ITAO

READ(5I12) TITLE *ZAeZB.ZC*ZO*ZE*ZF.ZG*ZH*ZI*ZJ*.Z

RBAD(5.2) PODOIST

WRITE(6,J)

WRITE(6.12) TITLE.ZAZE.ZC.ZO.ZE.ZF.ZGeZHNZI.ZJ*ZK

WRITE(69 13)PODIST

IP(IP) 107.104.107

104 00 105 I=1INOF

ROAD(5*2) FO(t)*PWO(I)ePW(I)

105 ATN(I)- ALOG(PWO(I)/PW(I))/DIST* 8.6858896

GO TO 109

107 DO 10E I=1,NOF

READ(5*2) FO(I)*ATN(I)

PWO(I)=0.0

P"(I)=0.0

108 ATN(I)ATN(I)/DIST

109 IFtICCN) 300.301.300

300 SPI=.r4

XK1=.0000623

VMU=.008e03

RH02= .99654

CO15430 0.

XOAMA=t.4
SLGMA71.42

PYm35050.

CON3=001178
GO TO 302

301 READ(5* 2) SPI XK1IYMU.RHO2*CO.XGANAeSIGMA*PV.CON3

302 CALL DAMP

00 110 I=I.NOF

110 WRITE(6.E) FO(1)PWO(I)P( I),ATN(I).ROI(I).ETA(I)

C

C CALCULATE FREQUENCY PARAMETERS

NOF=NCF-1

WRITE(6.4)

00 115 I=I.NOF

ATN(I)=(ATN(I)+ATN(+1))/17.3717792

F1(I)FO(I)

F2(I)=(P(I11)

FC(I)=(FILI)+F2(I))/2b0

DELF(1)=F2()1-FI(I)

WRITEt6.7) FO(I).FI(I)*F2(tI)CELF(1),ATN(I)

115 CONTINUE

00 125 I=I.NOF

00 120 J=I1NOF

ZI(I.J)=FI(I)/FO(J)

Za(t.J)=F2(I)/FO(J)

120 CONTINUE

125 CONTINUE

C

C CALL SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE DAMPING CONSTANTS

CALL DAMP

C COMPUTE PROPAGATION PROPERTIES FOR FREQUENCY INTERVALS

CALL PROF

C

C INITIAL TRIAL CONCENTRATION

C

NINOF/2

PWPO*IOO1C00.0

VNIN=2.O*6 RT(P*RHO2*(RHO2-RHCI)*(CO*CO*RHO2-P))/(CO*CO*RHO2*RH02

I -P*RHOI)

PaP-PV

CONI=XGAVA*P/(PI *RH02*CO)

T=ATN(N)*GI(N)/(FC(N)**2*8(NN))*CONI**5

00 130 I=*NOF

PW(I)=ATN(I)/(RH02*CO*PI*FO(K)I

TAO(I)=T

ATN(I)=ATN(I)*CONI /FO(I)**2

130 CONTINUE

IF(ITAO) 133.134.133

133 READ(5.14) (TAO(I).I=1.NOF)

C

C ITERATION PRCCEEDURE FOR CONCENTRATIONS

C

134 Lml

135 WRITE(6,11) L

00 145 I=1INOF

VR(I)=0.0

DO 140 J=1.NOF

140 VR(I)=VR(I)+TAO(J)*Al(Jel)/XG(J)

VR(I)=I.O/(RHO2*CO*CO)+1.0 /(XGAMA*P )*VR(I)*FO(I)

PWO(It)VR(I)

VR(l)=1.O/SQR(RHO2/2bO*ABS(SCRT(PW(I)**2*VR(I)**2) +VR(I)))/CC

IF(VR(t)) 144.144.145

144 VR(I)=VMIN

145 CONTINUE

00 160 K=I.NOF

14NOF+I-K

FI(I)=TAO(1)

AiTAO(I)

TAO(I)=0.0O

80.0

DO 155 J=I.NOF

155 BSTAO(J)*BI(J*I)/XG(J) +B

TAO(I)=(ATN(1)/VR(1)-B)/BI(I.I)*XG4I)

PW(I)=FO(I)/(XGAMA*P)*(E+TAO(I) *BI(II)/XG(Il)

IP(TAC(I)) 157.157.)58

157 TAO([)=0.O

- EFN SOURCE STATEMENT - IFNIS) -XK09



XK09 - EFN SOURCE STATEMENT - IFN(S)-

FI II-)=1.0
GO TO 159

159 WRITE(6*9) FO(I).VRII).A9TAO(ti.F1(I)
160 CONTINUE

LmL+ 1
00 180 11.*NOF
XwASSI(I)-1.0)
IP(X-.O0l) 180.180.170

170 IF(L-61) 1359175.175
175 WRITE(695) FO41)
180 CONTINUE

WRITECO. B ) TITLE.ZA.-Z8.ZC.ZD.ZE.ZF.ZG.ZH.ZI.ZJ.ZK.PO.DIST
Cvms.O
00 200 Is1.NOF
AssTAOI L) *OELF4 I)
BUB=A/(4.O/3.O*ROI( I)**3*PI)
CT-CT+A
WRITE(699) FOI1) VR( I ),TAO(1) 9AqROIE1) *ETA([) *8UB.PWO(I).PW(Il

200 CONTINUE
WRITEIG. IOICT
WRITE(6.15)SPI.XKI.YMU.RHO2.CC.XGANA.SIGMA.PV.CON3
ItiJoes) 100.50.100

C
C IMPUTAOUTPUT CONTROL
C

I FORMATC512)
2 FORMAT(6F12o6)
3 FORMAT(IHl.21X*24HOUSSLE SPECTRUM ANALYSIS*//.31X. 9HTEST DATA)
4 FORMAT(1frP219X920HFRE0UENCY PARAMETERS.//.7Xe2HFO.IOX.2HFleIOXA
I 2HF2*8X* 7HDELTA Fo3X.IOHATTN NP/CM)

5 FGRMAT(IHI92IHNOT CONVERGING FOR F-eF10.1)
6 FCRMATtFl2et*5Fl2o6)
7 FORMAT(4F12.19F12*6)
8 FORMAT( AHl.41X.24HCOMPW.TED BUBBLE SPECTRUM.//9I8Xs12A6*/30X4
I IOHP(STATIC)-.F6s4*7H ATMOS9FG.3.1BH cm BETWEEN PROBES
2 //94X* 9HPRECUENCY.
3 3X9 SHVELOC ITY 96X9 3HTAO 94X.913HCONCENTRAT ION* 4Xe 4HR.9CM9
4 8X94HDAMP95X.9N BU8/CC97X.IHA.IIXelHB)

9 FORMATCFl2. I F12.6.E12.3.E12.3.F12.6.F12.6.E12e3.2E12.3)
10 FORMAT(1tP0.33X.2OHT0TAL CONCENTJRATION.*E11.3)
11 FORMAT( 1H2922X913HITERATICN NC.912.//93X% 9HFREOUENCY.4X*?HVR(1-1i

I 5X. SHTAO(I-1)95X* 6HTAO(I)*6X9SHRATIO)
12 FORMA?412A6)
13 FORMAT( It 5X10HPtSrAT IC) z*F6. 4*7H ATMOS.F6.3eIBM CM BETWEEN PROBES

I /1 IXoIIH FR8OUENCYs4X* SHAMPL, W/O.4X* 7HAMPL W/*4X*
2 IOPATTN D8/CM*SX441'lR*CMsIXv4HDAMPs/)

14 FORMAT(E9*395EI2.3)
15 FORMAT(//*43X.IBNPHYSICAL CONSTANTS.//.8X.3HSPI.9X.1HKIIX2IMUo

I 9X.3HRHO9 9X*1MCip 9Xo5HGAMMA* 6X9SHSIGMAe9Xe2HPV* 9X*4HCCN3
2 / *4F12.6.F1222IF12.6.Fl2.2.F12.6

50 CONTINUE
STOP
END

CHE - EFN SOURCE STATEMENT - IFN(S) -

SUBROUTINE DAMP
DIMENSION FO(SO).PI (50).F2(50 ).ATN(50).ZI(50.SO) .Z2(50.S0).

I BI(50.50).AI(50.501.TAOIS50).VR(50).ROI(50).XG(50) .ETA(S0).
2 DELF(50)
CCPMON FC. PO.NOF.PI.ROI.XG.ETA.XGAMA.RHO2.C.ZI.B1AI.Z2
CCOOMON SPI*XKI*YMU4 SIGMA*PVwCON3
CON4=3.0*XGAMA-3*0
RHO I CON !*PO
COMI=RHO I*SPI*0.5/XKI
POP=Pc*1 0Q0000.0-PV
IF(POP) 4.4.5

4 WRITE46913)
GO TO 14

5 CON5=2.0*SIGMA/POP
CON2=SORT( 3. 0*XGAMA*POP/RH02)
00 10 11I.NOF
WOA2.0*PI*FO( I)
PHI=SCRT (CON IOWO)
R03=CCN2/WO
RCl (I )=RC3
ALFA=I.
L1m
NAP=O

6 R02=ROI(I)
ROt (I)=R03*SQRT( 1.0/ALFA4CONS/OROI( I 1*1 .O/ALFA-1.0/(3.0*XGAMAI))I
X=2.0*PHI*ROI( I)
IFIX-08.C) 40.40.41

40 DEL=CCSH(X)-COS(X)
AmSINI4(X)
A=SIN4(X)
e8 I NC K)
DELTHC((AB)/DEL-20/Xi/(X/CON4+(A-B)/DEL)
ALPA=CI.O4OELWH*DELTHI*C 1.O4CON4/X*(A-BI/DEL)
GO TO 42

41 DELTH=C 1.O-2.O/X)/( 1oA+X/CON4l
ALPA=C I.0*DELH*DELTH)*C 1h04CON4/X)

42 IF(NAP) 44.43.44
43 NAP- 1

GO TO 6
44 LuL+1

XmsASCIRO2/RO 111 1*.0)
IPCX-.OO0l) 99.7

7 IF(L-15)6.6.8
8 WRITE(6911)

GO TO 10
9 GuI.O4CNS*(1.-ALFA/C3.0*XGAMA))/RGl(I)

KOC I IG/ALFA
Am3.0*XGAVA*PCP
DELVIS=4.0*YMU/CA/XG( I)*IWO
DELRAO=SCRT(A*XG( I)/RHO2)/CO
ETA( I)-DELTHDELVIS+DELRAD

L0 CONTINUE
Ll FORMATCIOH2NOT CONVERGING
13 FORMATC22H2PRESSURE LESS THAN PV
14 CONTINUE

RETURN
E NO



TWO - EFN SOURCE STATEMENT - IFNfS) -

SU8ROtJTlNE PROP

DIMENSION FO(5O)eFl(5Ol9F2(50)*ATNISO)*ZI(50950)932(50950)t

I 81450*50)ohi(509501taTAO(50)*VR(50)*ROI(50)*XG(50)*ETA(50)o

2 OELF(50)

COMMON Foe PO*NCF*PI*RCI*XG*ETAoXGAMA*RH02*CO*ZloBloAl9Z2

COMMON SPt*XKI*YMU& SIGMA*PV*CON3

00 12 L-I*N0F

Cl-.ETA(I)*ETA(l)

C2=SORT(4*0-Cl)

00 12 J=19NOF

C31XZ2419J)SZ2([*J)-

c4AZI(Ivj)*Zltl#Jl

ADD-0.0

DENOM-4.0*(C3-1*0)*(C4-loO)+2oO*Ct*(C4+C3)

IF(DENOM) 29193

1 AOD=PI/2.0

X-40. 0

GO TO 4

2 ADD-PI

3 XnATAN(2.0*ETA(I)*C2*4C3-C4)IDENOM)

Lq -4 STM=(1*0-0.5*Cl)/C2*(ADD+X)
OTL=.25*ETA(I)*ALOG(((C3-1.0)**2+CI*C3)/(CC4-1*0)**2+CI*C4))

8 1( Is J) -I!TM +6TL

CSMZI(I*J)*Z2(1*J)

OF.NOM-C5*(CS+Cl)-C4-C3+1.0

IF(DENOM) 6*5*7

5 XmO.O

ADD=-.5*Pt

GO TO 9

6 ACD=-Pt

GO TO 6

7 A00=0.0

8 X-ATAN(ETA(I)*CZI(I*J)-Z2(1*J))*-CS+1.0)/DENOM).

9 AT#4=0.5*ETA(I)*(ADD+Xt

AvCZ2(1.j)*(Z2(19J)-C2)+I*O)/(Z2(1*J)*(Z2(1*JY+C2)+I*0)

A=A*(ZI(I*J)*(Zl(19J)+C2)+I*O)/(ZI(I*J)*(ZI(IoJ)-C2)'+I*O)

AlLL=(0*5-0o25*Cl)/C2*ALOG(A)

AI(I*J)=22(1*J)-Zlt[*J)+ATM+ATL

12 CONTINUE

RSTURN

END



APPENDIX C

ATTENUATION MEASUREMENTS IN THE NSRDC 12-INCH WATER TUNNEL

Each environment for which bubbles are to be detected should be con-

sidered-separately. For example, in a towing basin, the static pressure

would be between 1 and 2 atmospheres and the expected bubble radius would

be in the micron range. Figure 2 indicates a resonance near 300 kHz for a

10-micron bubble. The resonance of the projecting system should be just

below this value, say, 150 kHz. The bandwidth of the projector would

determine the desired transducer resonance more precisely and also

determine the lower limit for which signals could be propagated. Exploratory

tests in metal cylinders indicated that flush mounting was undesirable be-

cause reflections were produced. Thus the mounting might be a problem in

closed-jet test sections. A low mechanical Q is required for a wide-band

transducer. Information on suitable properties of the transmitter is given

in the book by Hueter and Bolt,28 especially Chapters 4 and 8.

In the 12-in. open-jet tunnel, operating pressures are anticipated

to average about 0.3 atmospheres. The frequency range needed to determine

bubbles from 10 microns to 1 mm would be approximately 2 to 200 kHz. Pre-

liminary investigation showed, however, that environmental noise and

structures would limit the lower frequencies in the water tunnel to about

6 kHz. Measurements of the noise spectrum indicated that there was little

noise above this frequency and that the path length across the open jet

was sufficient to receive 1 cycle before reflections from the walls inter-

fered with the received signal.

An investigation of available laboratory hydrophones indicated that

the Atlantic Research BC-32 (an older version of the presently produced

LC-32 model and one using barium titanate as the crystal element) would

radiate signals of sufficient level to permit operation above 10 kHz. A

combination of transducer and amplifier characteristics limited upper fre-

quency response to 250 kHz. In actuality, the lower limit was not met, as

will be discussed later.

This limit was not always possible even with the same equipment. Since
at this high frequency the wavelength is about equal to transducer di-
mensions, the spherical wave assumption is no longer valid.



All components in the system are commercially available units which

could be replaced with units of equal quality manufactured by another

company. For the most part, the instrumentation used was selected because

of availability rather than purchased specifically for the project. For

the transmitting system, a standard sine wave oscillator was used to

generate the signal. The frequency scale on the oscillator was found to be

sufficiently in error to require a digital counter to set the desired fre-

quency. A General Radio Type 1396-A Tone Burst Generator was used to

produce coherent signals of a fixed number of cycles followed by a fixed

off period. Such a signal was necessary to avoid standing waves. The

tone-burst wave was amplified by a McIntosh 60-w power amplifier which

drove the BC-32 transducer. The transducer was shunted with a 500-ohm,

100-w resistor (two 1000-ohm, 50-w resistors) to match the high-voltage

output impedance.

The receiving portion of the instrumentation consisted of an Atlantic

Research LC-5 Hydrophone whose signal was amplified by an Ithaco Model

252 Variable-Gain Voltage Amplifier. A 5-kHz cutoff, high-pass, active

filter was used to remove the low frequency tunnel noise from the amplified

signal. The filtered output was displayed on a Tektronix 561A Dual Trace

Oscilloscope. The level of the received signal was measured on the

oscilloscope face for each test condition.

Several aspects of the tests to be described need improvement and

suggested improvements will be discussed. The tests are presented in this

preliminary stage to demonstrate the feasibility of the attenuation measure-

ments and not as data collection only.

The tone burst generator is the one exception.

This amplifier is not intended for frequencies much above 100 kHz.
On several occasions, output tubes were burned out at high frequencies.
Subsequent experiences with a Krohn-Hite Model DCA-50 Amplifier have been
encouraging.

Resolution (i.e., signal-to-noise ratio) could have been increased
with this hydrophone by insulating the sting mount from the water since the
sting is part of the circuit.

pll I I I ~



The instrumentation (Figure 11) was set up as described with hydro-

phones mounted on brass straps bolted to the upstream nozzle and measure-

ments were made over a frequency range from 12.6 to 126 kHz. Frequencies

much below 12.6 kHz were unusuable because at the low static pressure (when

bubbles were present) the background noise contained high frequency com-

ponents apparently originating from cavitation on the lip of the downstream

nozzle. As can be seen from the oscilloscope traces in Figure 12, the

noise is high frequency and possibly could be eliminated with a band-pass

filter. Response fell off rapidly above 126 kHz and prevented data col-

lection at the next frequency, but it was sufficient at this pressure to

determine bubbles of 10 microns radius. Typically a half hour would be

required to obtain data over a frequency range.

Typical oscilloscope traces are shown in Figure 12 for the lowest

frequency, a mid-frequency, and the highest frequency used. The upper

trace in each photograph is the tone burst before amplification, the lower

is the received signal propagated through the water.

In all photographs the sweep is 50 msec per division and the vertical

deflection is 0.5 v per division for the upper signal. (Signal level

across the transmitting hydrophone is approximately 240 v peak to peak.)

The received signal is 0.05 v per division at 12.6 kHz and 0.1 v per

division at the higher frequencies. Two photographs are shown for the

received signal when bubbles are present. At high pressures, the received

signal is steady in time whereas at low pressure there is considerable

variation in the received signal at the mid and high frequencies. Typical

variations are apparent in the photographs. The distortion evident in the

received signal at 62.9 kHz is caused by the large driving voltage. The

distortion disappears at lower voltages (-200 v). At 62.9 and 126 kHz,

the electrical pickup from the driving voltage is seen in the received

signal. This is the lowest level of pickup attained and resulted from

watching the grounding carefully. Isolated power supplies and monitors

for the transmitting and receiving system might have done as much. Dis-

tortions in the initial and final portions of the tone burst are also

evident in the photographs; these are thought to be caused by initial shock

excitation and ringing, respectively.

~ ___



MCINTOSH SIGNAL BEFORE

AMPLIFIER AMPLIFICATION
TRIGGER

GENERAL RADIO
TONE BURST GENERATOR

MODEL 1396A

OSCILLATOR
COUNTER

Figure 11 - Instrumentation Used to Evaluate Bubble
Distribution in NSRDC 12-Inch Water Tunnel
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f = 12.6 kHz

top trace .5v/divsec/ sweep

bottom trace .05v/div)

f = 62.9 kHz

top trace .5v/div

bottom trace .Iv/div

f = 125.9 kHz

top trace .5v/div
bottom tracesec/div sweepbottom trace .1v/div)

Signals at Atmospheric Pressure, No Bubbles

Signals at Test Pressure, Bubbles Present

Figure 12 - Oscilloscope Traces of Received Signals with and without Bubbles in the Water



The signal level received by the LC-5 hydrophone is shown in

Figure 13. The curve for the signal received with bubbles represents

visually averaged values. Figure 13 also shows the ratio of the received

signals and the computed bubble distribution. The presence of the three

peaks in the pressure ratio was unexpected. The computed bubble spectrum

smooths some of the peaks because of the averaging of attenuation in the

analysis. The received signal in the first part of Figure 13 had unex-

pected humps and hollows but these were not considered a problem since they

were present in both signals. This might arise from too high a voltage to

the barium titanate transmitter, especially in view of the distortion evi-

dent in the received trace at 62.9 kHz for this driving voltage.

Another problem with the transmitting system is the steepness of

the curve between 62.9 and 79.2 kHz. Since this region is not used here,

it is only a potential problem. It is expected that the transmitter

characteristics would be a function of temperature, time, pressure, etc.

For the most part, these would produce minor effects, but the overall

effect might be large in a region of steep gradient. The transmitting

hydrophone intended for use in this project was not available at test time.

A check of its characteristics had shown a more gradual rise in radiated

pressure from low frequencies to resonance. Barium titanate has a high

mechanical Q compared to other available materials. In addition, it cannot

be driven at as high a voltage as can some other materials.

After the tests were completed, it was discovered that the level of

signal was too high for assuming small motions. Maximum motion is expected

to occur at resonance, and from Equations [17] and [14] the amplitude of

oscillations for wo/w = 1 is

R
o 2c1

3n6P - Pv) + P- Pv
(Po - V) - P3

where P is the amplitude of the acoustic signal. The square root term con-

tributes about 10 percent to the right-hand side for these tests and can be
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ignored. Minimum computed damping is about 0.045, (Po - Pv) is about 0.1

atmosphere, the polytropic constant is about 1 for the small bubbles here,

and the maximum acoustic pressure at the receiver is about 0.01 atmosphere.

Thus AR/Ro is approximately 0.7 and the acoustic approximation is no longer

valid. A reasonable limit for the linearization approximation would be

AR/R 0 < 0.2 for which the acoustic pressure should be P < 0.6 6 (Po - P ).

Effects of large amplitude motions are clouded by the unknown damping con-

stant. If a damping constant of 0.2 were applicable, the oscillations

would be marginally small in this case. Obviously higher static pressures

would also permit greater acoustic signals.

Of course in this test the diving voltage could have been changed

with frequency in order to keep amplitude within the limits of small

motions. However the water in this test was deareated and only slightly

supersaturated relative to tunnel test section pressure. Only a few tiny

bubbles were visible when illuminated with stroboscopic light. Another

test was attempted with the total air content (as measured with the Van

Slyke apparatus) three times the saturation value relative to test section

pressure. At the higher air content, bubbles were in such number as to

obstruct vision. Maximum bubble size was visually estimated to be about

1 mm in diameter. For the high air content, measurable signals were re-

corded only above 50 kHz. At lower frequencies, the attenuation was high

enough to obscure the signal. The signal received with bubbles in the

water was 1/13 that at atmospheric pressure for 50 kHz, increasing to 1/3

the atmospheric value at 126 kHz. Thus large amplitude signals are needed

in some situations. If the source and receiver were closer together,

lower amplitude signals could be used even with large free-air contents.

To cover the low frequencies when many bubbles are present, another

transmitting hydrophone should be used with a resonance in the 30-40 kHz

range. The Atlantic Research LC-30 Hydrophone will be used for the low

frequency region in future tests. This hydrophone crystal can be excited

with up to 500 v and has a broader range than the BC-32 hydrophone.

---- e --------- -- ---- - ' 0-1111
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